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5. The thesis shows critical and analytical Outstanding
thinking about the area of study and Very good
the author's experti se in this area. Acceptable

Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

6. The text is organized in a logical Outstanding
manner. It flows naturally and is easy Verygood
to follow. Transitions, summaries and Acceptable
conclusíons exist as appropriate. The Somewhat deficient
author demonstrates high quality Very deficie nt
writing skills and usesstandard
spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

7. The thesis meets the general Outstanding The thesis foils to meet the
requirements (formatting, chapters, Very good recommended formotting. The range of
length, divlslon into sections, etc.). Acceptable references is very /imited.
References are cited properly within Somewhat deficlent
the text and a complete reference list Very deficient
is provided.

ThesisAuthor: Juraj Štefančlk

Title: iPad in English language ciasses

Length: 46 pages

Text Length: 43 pages

Assessment Criteria Scole Comments
1. Introduction is well written, brief, Outstanding

interesting, and compelling. It Very good
motivates the work and provides a Acceptable
clear statement of the problem. It Somewhat deficient
places the problem in context. It Very deficient
presents and overview of the thesis.

2. Uterature review is comprehensive and Outstanding The outhor reviews a ronge cf ideos
complete. It synthesizes a variety of Very good associoted with iPads~' bowever, they
sources and provides context for the Acceptable are mostly of o generol noture. The
research. It shows the author's Somewhat deficient outhor seems to be using a lot of
understanding of the most relevant Very delicient general inforrnotton insteod of
literature on the subject matter. synthesizing informotion from scholorly

works ond referring to secondory
ocodemic sources. Furthermore, the
outhor doesn't discuss the role of
technology/mobi/e devices in longuoge
teoching explicitly. Overati, the cbapter
serves os a good introductlon toto the
issues of iPods in educotion for oubttc,
but it doesn't provide a good ond
thorough theoreticol fromework for ony
reseorcb study.

3. The methodology chapter provides Outstanding The outbor doesn't pro vide ony
clear and thorough description of the Very good demogrophicol injormotion on tne
research methodólogv. It discusses Acceptable subjects of the study [e.q. yeors of
whv and what methods were chosen Somewhat deficient teoching, level of closses they teoch
for research. The research Very deficient etc.}. Also, the questionnoire itself bos
methodology is apprapriate for the general questions ond thus doesn't
identified research questions. ollow for quolity data collection.

4. The resultsjdata are analyzed and Outstanding
interpreted effectively. The chapter Very good
ti es the theory with the findings. It Acceptable
addresses the applications and Somewhat deficient
implications ofthe research.lt Very deficient
discusses strengths, weaknesses, and
limitations of the research.

Final Comments & Questions

Mr. Štefančik shows a lot of enthusiasm about the topic of his thesi s and expertise in how iPadscan be used in
education; however, I suggest that he is not awarded a passing grade for his thesis proiect, The thesis is very
deficient and does not meet graduate thesis standards as indlcated above.


